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My daughter's name is Layla.  She's 13 years old and currently in the 8th grade. When
Layla was two years old she was diagnosed with partial seizures and two years later
she was diagnosed with the medical condition of Microdeletion. Layla was four years
old when she started speaking. She has overcome so many obstacles in her life from
numberous EEGs and MRIs. She went from taking 18 pills a day to taking no pills at all.
God has truly been good to her.

  Layla comes from a family of faith and   talent. Her family sings and her mom is an
award winning actress. It was no surprise when Layla became interested in singing
and painting as well as taking music lessons. Whatever path Layla takes she does her
best and strives for perfection.

Recently, Layla has shown an interest in modeling and wants to pursue a career. She
enjoys it so much her 1st photoshoot was scheduled to help her get started.

Her photographer was the awesome Jamaal Quick. Her hair was done by
Stylist/Educator/ Platform Artist Shanika Staton and her dress was presented to her
by Mrs. Stephanie Harris. 

Layla has pressed her way through many things in life and nothing has stopped her
thirst for greatness. She has the desire to attend college one day and with God's help
and a great support system, I know she will.





Theme Parks We Visit Frequently
But not limited to in Orlando, Florida with Brian & Amanda

Sea World

Magic Kingdom

Legoland

Animal Kingdom

Universal

Hollywood Studios



The Challenging Impossible Knot
by Ray Eden

Life presents all of us with challenges. Some challenges are more difficult than others, but if we
persevere, we can find ways to meet those challenges, which allows us to grow as human beings.
Our approach to solving our own challenges will most likely be different from someone else's, but
finding the solution that is right for you may create something new and exciting that you can offer
the world.
The key to meeting life's challenges is to never give up. Most people will only try a few things
before deciding that the obstacle is impossible to get over, and they stop looking for solutions. But
truly successful people keep trying until they find a way to meet the challenge. It is said that
Thomas Edison, the acknowledged inventor of the light bulb, stated that he had not failed in his
attempts at inventing the light bulb, rather he had discovered 10,000 ways that didn't work. Like
Edison, we need to see each "failure" as a stepping stone to success, discarding the things that
don't work until we find the thing that does. Finding the right solution often includes the need to
think outside the box.
With this in mind, I'm offering you a piece of Challenge Magic. Maybe you'll want to try to solve the
challenge before reading through the explanation.
The Effect: Ask a spectator to tie a single overhand knot in a length of rope without letting go of the
two ends. The spectator will find the challenge impossible to complete, but you're able to do it
every time.
Needed: A length of rope, cord or a long shoelace. The rope should be about 4 feet long.
The Secret: Picking up the rope in a strange way.
The Handling: This trick is extremely easy to do . . . once you know how. While it is physically
impossible to tie a knot into the rope while holding it stretched between your hands, it becomes
an easy task if you cross your arms before picking up the ends of the rope.
Begin by laying the rope on the table with the ends hanging a few inches off the edge of the table.
This will make it easier to take hold of the ends.

Ray Eden's Magic

Learn more about Ray Eden’s magic at
www.rayedenmagic.com and see more magic
at www.youtube.com/rayedenworldofmagic

Follow Ray Eden on Social Media at
Twitter: @rayedenmagic

Facebook: @magicianrayeden
Instagram: @reworldofmagic
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First and last name 
Shipping address 
Detailed description of each item including sizes and specific color as applicable 
Picture or screenshot of the item to ensure the correct item will be purchased. If no picture is provided, we
can not be responsible for the wrong item purchased. We will make every attempt to follow up in email to
correctly identify the correct items. 

When you can't get to your favorite shops for that exclusive theme park merchandise, you call on Amanda!
Amanda is your go to personal shopper for all the magical items in Florida. No up charge on the items you want,
the price is just as you see it on the tag from the store. The only fees you pay is for her shopping fee and
shipping fee only. What more could you ask for? Nothing more just simple, honest and hassle free shopping
experience for you and your family. 
No guarantee that the item you saw last week will still be there, but Amanda does her best to track it down and
make you satisfied with your purchases. 

ALL ORDERS SHOULD BE SENT TO:   Shop Email address (adventuresofbrianandamanda@gmail.com)
We have a new invoicing system!!! 
When submitting the first order, please include ALL of the following: 

Any additional orders after you have placed the 1st order, you will only need to include your name, description
of the item, and photos of the merchandise. Orders will be processed as they come into the “Shop” email
address. Please keep in mind that I do work 12 hour nights and may not confirm an order until after my shifts.
Items may be from any park, hotel, or store location and placed into one order. You may place “add-on” items
via email after an order has been placed, however, if I have already completed the shopping for the current
order placed, you may have to pay additional service fees. All items ordered for a current invoice and “add-on”
items will be shipped together as possible. 
Invoices will be sent to your email and payment will be required prior to purchase. Please make sure you check
your email (Invoice {###} From Shop Brian and Amanda) for your invoice and submit payment via the options
provided. We accept credit cards, apple pay, Paypal, and Venmo. Unfortunately, due to this being a small
personal shipping business, we will be unable to shop for items before payment is received. 

BrianandAmanda.net

mailto:shop.brianandamanda@gmail.com
mailto:shop.brianandamanda@gmail.com


BrianandAmanda.net

Amanda is your best pick for personal shopping and all your theme park must haves.
Read the reviews for yourself on the website and enjoy all the excitement of the magic
sent to your doorstep. You never know exactly what wonderful surprises await you
inside your mystery box. You can also personalize your box. All you have to do is
follow the shopping guide send an email to shop.brianandamanda@gmail.com and let
the magic come to you just how you want it when you can get to the magic. 



 Flower and Garden Festival is one of my absolute favorites to attend each year.
This festival is an annual festival that starts in March and ends July 5th 2021.
This festival is totally worth it because there is no extra cost to see all the
beautiful flowers, butterfly house and topiary art placed all around the park.
This is one of the best festivals visually to take the family or just an outing for
those locals wanting a relaxing beautiful day in the park. The fresh pansies and
floral scents for those who enjoy those varying aromas surround you as you
stroll around the World Showcase Lagoon. There is not a bad picture spot in the
whole of the park so take those snapshots everywhere you can. 
  One of the most relaxing mesmerizing places you will wait to walk in is the
butterfly house! A big tip for all you video takers is to put your video on slow
motion and video those dainty colorful winged creatures because it will turn
out fabulous. The flowers in the butterfly house are the most colorful
arrangements situated perfectly everywhere you turn with a butterfly or two
perched in plain view. The informational signs about butterflies are placed
strategically around so you gain factual knowledge about the cheerful lovelies
floating around. As you can tell I love butterflies and if you've never seen one
emerge from it's spun coccoon you're missing out on all the shaking going on. 
  Now we get to the artsy topiary statues placed around the park for your
amazement. The first thing I think of is "How did they make that and can I get
one"? The cool thing is you CAN get one a starter one, it's no ways a large as the
originals, but you can purchase one around the corner on your world showcase
walk just past Africa. The park topiaries are covered in greenery, some flowers
and props perfectly placed for your picture taking delights. It truly is a visual
sight to behold in person. My favorite topiary this year was Captain Hood and
Peter Pan located over in U.K. pavilion area. Although it is rather difficult to pick
a favorite topiary with so many to see and choose from, once you visit I'm sure
you will find just the right one to tickle your fancy.  (Continued next page)



The Orange Bird merchandise is located throughout the park and new sipper
with fabulous orange slush is located at the Citrus Blossom stand. You can get
adult beverages at this particular stand but on a hot day with the family you
can enjoy a refreshing sweet to the last drop orange slush. The new orange
bird spirit jersey was win with me and I purchased one and have worn it many
times since my visit last week. If you are an orange bird fan you will love the
magnetic shoulder birdie and all the fun cups, dresses, hats and masks to fit
your style. 
  As with any part of festivals comes the food stations. There are so many food
stations to choose from the difficulty in picking just one is again difficult to
do. There are so many flavors, types, seasonal items, drinks, snacks it's simply
to much to describe in one synoptic view. Everyone has their favorites and it's
a great idea to get your park reservation with a friend, partner or family and
bring your empty stomach and delight in all the booths a sampling. The beef
wellington at the Artist's Place is pretty nice but so is the deconstructed
strawberry cheesecake. It's so hard to decide because we really just want to
eat and drink some of everything. If you have 2 days to spend at Epcot during
the Flower and Garden Festival you may want to make sure you have plenty
of room to pack in those gastric delights. 
  More construction is going on with the Guardian's of the Galaxy building and
Space 220 restaurant seems to be moving along so time and Disney will tell
when and how this rolls out for everyone. I know I'm excited for a new
coaster to be at Epcot park along with the Remy's Ratatouille Adventure. We
walked through the France pavilion and took a visit to the restroom area just
beyond the Remy statue and I can say that area looks great. You need to take
a look at it for yourself. The sky liner glides right over that area on your way
to the Riviera. A birds eye view may be something to consider when wanting
the top of world peek. The Epcot experience is a cool get away with surround
sound and the best wrap around screens ever with lovely projections. Be sure
to take a rest stop and stay for that show because there is a rest area located
inside with restrooms and some picture taking stations. (Continue next page)



The moral of this blog story is make your reservation, pack your gifts cards
full, plan a 2 day around the world food frenzy and orange bird merch yourself
silly. It's totally ok to do that we gotcha back so go for it. Be sure to sign up for
the news letter via email, subscribe the youtube channel, listen to the
podcast, shop with Amanda and get your magical experience right here at
your one stop shop. We appreciate each and everyone of you and if you have
any questions please feel free to send us an email or use the contact page. 

Magically yours, 

Crissy O 

Blogs available on: 
dontcallmestrange.com
BrianandAmanda.net



So, in 1993 I moved to Nashville, not knowing what would lie ahead, success or failure. My outlook: you
only fail if you fail to try. Since moving, my production company has become an independent record label
with over 40 records released to radio. The records have hit the top 100 with many reaching the top 40
and several reaching the top 10. I've had releases in Country, Adult Contemporary, R&B and Jazz all
across the United States. In 2015 my record label, Plateau Music, expanded and we established a
presence in the U.K. Plateau Music has been releasing singles there to radio with great response. I have
had the good fortune to work with many artists since moving to Nashville. Recently I produced up and
coming artist Aris Weathersby, a pop singer/songwriter who just had his second top 40 hit record this
year. Sam Austin, a Country artist, has done well in the U.S. charts. His last single reached the country
top 40 charts and currently will have a song released in the U.K. this Sept. I have produced Mila Mason,
Glen Campbell’s daughter Debby Campbell, and am currently producing Happy Days star, Donny Most.
Additionally, I have put together and been part of live shows with legacy artists you hear on radio every
day. My current project is one that I never saw coming. While recording my personal CD this year I had a
song come to me that was so inspirational that I felt the need to record it. My promoters, here in the
U.S. and in the U.K., wanted to hear what I was recording so I sent them the song, entitled “Why Not Me”.
They all responded that I needed to release the song to radio because it's what the world needs now. I
told them I would consider it...but only if I could help others by doing it. I was not going to go back on the
road since I have commitments with my production and label.There will be a video, a YouTube show, and
a worldwide radio release for this song “Why Not Me” to help kids with cancer and the first responders in
this country… they all need our help. “Why Not Me” is a song that hopefully will inspire people to never
give up on their dreams. It does not matter when it happens or at what age it happens, as long as it
happens. Do not let people discourage you, only let them help you succeed. We are all in this together
and support is the most important thing to help all of us to believe in ourselves. If you want to know
more about me you can find me on Facebook, Instagram, and twitter. You can go to either or both of my
websites. https: plateaumusic.com or https: tonymantor.com Please check out and download my song
“Why Not Me” on iTunes and help me help others. If I can leave you with one thought it would be as
follows: there are many stages of success. To be successful does not mean one has to be known around
the world. Be happy to do what you love to do...no matter what that may be or where you may be doing
it. Success is only in the mind. As long as you are happy with yourself and what you do, then you are
successful. Use common sense. Prepare for the worst-case scenarios, always hoping and working for the
best outcome. Be happy, be safe and never be afraid to try

Musical Mantor



 What can we say that you don't already know? How about the excitement in
our tiny hearts beating and waiting for the countdown of this massive
Universal coaster coming soon June 10th 2021. We've all shared our footage
of this beautiful smooth train gliding over the top hat and flying down the
hill. It's so quiet right now as it flies past guests at all angles, twists and turns
BUT we were screaming in delight as we boarded this meat-o-saurus of a ride. 
   During the daytime you can see the coaster in all its glory in the daylight
and it's a beautiful coaster. The night time views are spectacular with all the
lights on those running boards mimicking the trail of a comet. The way this
coaster glistens at night and reflects off the water is something you really
must stand and see for yourself. As you walk around you can view this
coaster in every direction so you have a great shot for your videos and
pictures. Glad to share with you just how comfy these seats are in this
carnivorous train ride and how the restraints work is that you are restrained
with no over the shoulder bars just the lap mechanism. I have peeked at the
launch area while it was in testing and all I can say is WOW that thing is really
moving and when you are on this coaster you are totally moving fast. 

 The merchandise should be pretty great to commemorate your dinosaur
adventure so be sure to get it. If you can't get to the park to ride this brand
new beauty and want a piece of the precious merchandise until you can get
there, shop with Amanda, follow the shopping guide and fake out all your
friends into thinking you were there. As you watch the live streams with us
be sure to go and see our awesome recap of this new favorite thrill ride.
Universal certainly put the dino-bite in this great attraction. 



The shopping live streams are
happening on Tuesdays via our
youtube channel. We visit all the
stores, shops, resorts, parks, you

name it we go just for you. If you love
theme park merch as much as we do

you don't want to miss this weekly
shopping tour with us. If you see it

you can shop for it and we're happy to
help you with no ridiculous fees and
no foolishness. All shopping fun just
the way it's supposed to be for you.

 
Also, if you want to send a Don't Call

Me Strange,Inc wish kid a mystery box
be sure to personalize any items you

would like to send their way. All
deliveries will be shipped to the non
profit office and delivered privately.
Once permission is granted we will

showcase the wish kids with their box
and post it up on the websites. 

 
Thanks for Shopping with Amanda! 

Email shop orders:
shop.brianandamanda@gmail.com



WISHES COME TRUE
D o n t C a l l M e S t r a n g e . c o m  

Every human being without complications
dealing with daily life has opportunities
available to go on vacation or have fun where
ever you like.  Keep in mind when you have
special needs that will affect your ability to
travel or have the funds to travel, you simply
don't. Imagine if you have a serious chronic or
terminal illness and your greatest wish is yet to
come true and your time is running out quicker
each day. You just want the memory and
pictures available to your family and friends to
look back on better days in the event you have
to leave them. How do you feel when you take a
short trip to the beach for the weekend? How
does it make you feel to have a vacation with
your family or friends? Pictures and videos are
moments in time and memories are priceless
when you know your loved one may have
limited time on earth. Why we give to help
wishes come true for people is the simple fact
that we would want someone to help do that for
us if we are ever in a position that renders us in
need of help. Just having people who genuinely
care surrounded by your family and friends are
the greatest comfort. We love making magical
dreams and wishes come true with all of you! 

Visit our website to donate any amount to help
DontCallMeStrange.com 

To be a wish maker for a specific family contact
us directly at: 919-631-5980 or Email us directly
DontCallMeStrange@gmail.com 

We are were put on this planet to do good things
and help each other in many ways and we are
doing just that with your help. 

WH Y  G I V E  A N D  H OW  T O  G I V E



Many factor weigh in on a person with special needs including
seasonal changes. There can be many different associated behavior
outburst with seasonal changes such as: aggression, depression,
regression, sinus pressure and other factors that can cause some
stress. Those individuals who suffer with language or expression may
not be able to communicate how they feel so they may act out
according to how they are feeling. It is very wise to attempt to
understand what may cause certain actions or behaviors and if
seasonal changes could be the cause if the behaviors are out of the.
normal.  As special needs parents, caregivers, family and friends we
must be understanding and aware of these issues that affect our
loved one and do our best to help ease seasonal transitions. 

If you think about seasonal changes in your own body and how they
affect you when a particular season comes in to play, imagine what
that must feel like to a special needs person with limited language or
communication disorders. It's hard for those with no underlying
seasonal factors to understand the frustration you may feel if you
suffer with varying forms of arthritis and winter may be your most
painful months. Imagine if a person with limited language or
communication difficulties have muscle pains, headaches, sinus
pressure or something that they don't normally experience during
seasons where they feel their best and can't tell you about it. 

Some behaviors not desired or wanted could bring about additional
stress to family members due to the fact that we didn't weigh in there
could be a seasonal allergy or seasonal issue within their bodies. Fall
is the season of sinus pressure, pain, allergies, flu and other viral or
respiratory conditions worsened by the change in seasons allowing
viruses and other things to thrive and spread. If your special needs
person has been advised by a medical professional to take vitamins
to ensure good immune health coupled with a healthy diet this could
help lesson effects of the seasonal issues ahead. 

It is very important to remember that our special needs people are
still people even if they can't communicate their needs or how they
feel. In this seasonal change we can all be proactive in taking better
care of ourselves, hygiene, health and spiritual needs to make each
season something we look forward to and not dread. 

Seasonal Changes

Diabetes is a disease in which
your blood glucose, or blood

sugar, levels are too high.
Glucose comes from the foods
you eat. Insulin is a hormone

that helps the glucose get into
your cells to give them energy.

With type 1 diabetes, your
body does not make With type
2 diabetes, the more common
type, your body does not make

or use insulin well. Without
enough insulin, the glucose
stays in your blood. You can
also have prediabetes. This

means that your blood sugar is
higher than normal but not

high enough to be called
diabetes. Having prediabetes

puts you at a higher risk of
getting type 2 diabetes.

Diabetes

www.dontcallmestrange.com 



Don't Call Me Strange is a 501c3 non profit organization
has a mission to do the following things for the special
needs community in great need of many things. 
We provide creative services and support to special
needs children and adults and their families in the
region by unlocking their potential, enhancing their
pride, and helping them gain life skills.  
It is extremely important that we educate those who
come in contact with special needs persons so they are
not considered less of a human but important to society
in some way no matter their diagnosis.  Families struggle
having to cope with finding meaningful programs, 
 medical help,  final wishes granted for those terminal or
severely chronic and educational issues that comes with
caring for special needs people adult or child. We plan to
do our best work through grants,  corporate, community,
regional and other funding platforms to do all we can do
to help those falling through the cracks of life while being
a good steward in our communities near and far. We are
small to start new to jump in head first and take care of
the needs of the special needs population and with your
support in all areas we can and will succeed for the
betterment of those who truly need us.  Don't Call Me
Strange has a lot of great meaning for you just as it does
for the individuals we work hard to serve. 

WHO WE ARE 

STRANGE   |   10

DontCallMeStrange.com



Disney Parks Blog has officially announced their Spooktacular fall offerings for this
year’s Halloween celebration! They are changing it up, putting the Mickeys Not So
Scary Halloween Party on hold for another year. This fall “Disney’s After Hours Boo
Bash” has replaced the MNSSHP on select nights stating August 10th through
October 31st and still sounds like it is going to be a scream! 
  
This fun spooky celebration boasts some of the same offerings that the Not So
Scary Halloween Party provided, such as themed treats, special spooky
decorations and lighting, and the Cadaver Dans performing their sinful serenade!
Trick or treating is back with the announcement of the “treat Spots” that are
offered for all you ghost and ghouls that need that ultimate sugar rush. We have
definitely missed the opportunity to go trick or treating in our favorite costumes
and have our pictures taken with the fun photo opportunities they have had in the
past. Characters will also be dressed up in their spooky costumes will be out and
about for you to meet (socially distant of course). Halloween cavalcades have once
again replaced the” Boo to You” Parade but is sure to offer some great
entertainment for the whole family to enjoy. 
  
The Merch!!! Oh my, the mech!! Disney also released some information and
pictures of the Halloween merchandise and it is going to go fast! Their “Shriek
Peek” of these items did not disappoint. For your Ghoulish Delight, there are new
Haunted Mansion Wallpaper Minnie Ears featuring Madam Leota, a new Haunted
Mansion Loungefly purse, and other ghostly items. And when it comes to
Loungefly bags, there is always room for one more! 
Jack Skellington, the Pumpkin King of the party, will have his merchandise in
stores this fall.  Hats, pins, and of course, my favorite, a Loungefly mini backpack.
Mickey is also getting his own scary “Streetwear” collection with hoodies, shirts
and sweatpants. These items are sure to be a hit, no ifs and or bones about it.
There will be books for those that like to tell scary stories and rule with all the
power with Disney’s “Villainous” game that is now available to get you in the spirit.
We cant wait to see the full list of items that will be dropping this spooky season.
While some of these items are already available on www.shopdisney.com, you can
also order them with us at shop.brianandamanda@gmail.com! 
  
This year the party gets started at 9pm and runs until the witching hour
(midnight). All guests that have tickets to this delightful After Hours event can
enter the park at 7pm without a Disney Park Pass reservation or a full day ticket.
Tickets to this grand party will be going on sale sometime in June and prices for
the tickets have yet to be announced. So keep your eyes on the our website and
Disney Parks Blog for more information on additional information on how to stake
your claim on these sure to be HOT tickets and merchandise.



What is a D.A.S Pass? It's a Disability Access Service Pass that Crissy O uses for her special needs
children to navigate theme parks and is also used by Brian as he is also part of the special needs
and disabled community. Through Brian & Amanda's live stream youtube channel the podcast
helps gives behind the scene information, updates and a ground level scooter point of view each
week from the Orlando theme park life. Topics are current fun and relevant to listeners with fun
tips, tricks and tidbits on how to navigate the park with special needs issues. Giveaways and
helping Don't Call Me Strange's special needs wish kids are an important part of why we do what
we do and give back so much. We are available on itunes, googleplay, BrianandAmanda.net and
DontCallMeStrange.com for your listening pleasure every Thursday at 7am. 



Wishes are Dreams 
and Yes they can come TRUE! 



 What a strange but welcoming to normalcy feeling to be able to walk outside in
not only at the Florida Disney Parks but Universal parks outside with no mask on.
So strange but felt oh so good to be able to walk and drink our drinks and SMILE
at people once again. Of course your personal choices are yours and you do
whatever you need to do for yourself and your family in regards to how you
choose but for us we were so excited to see happy faces in their most magical
places again. Summer time is upon us  and it's going to be so nice to be able to sip
that slushy or soda out strolling in the scooter. However you still have to wear
the masks in line, tight spaces, monorail, ferry boat, shows etc. but Universal is
mask less as is SeaWorld so do whatever you feel like in this regard. 
 The Festival of the Lion King show is partially back and just as fabulous as it
always was. The performers faces truly showed how much they needed to be
there with all of us and we needed them back just as bad. As if they didn't
perform great before the craziness occurred, wow, they really performed their
hearts out. It warmed our hearts and showed us all just how important it is to
have these shows and magical experiences begin to come back in whatever form. 
  Splitsville offers a nice drink deal where you can get the squeeze bottle for
$20.00 and get your refill with your spirited drinks at a fraction of the cost.
Disney Springs tip is if you can't get a reservation say at Homecoming, you can go
talk to a cast member and see if you can order from the bar and get it to go and
sit somewhere breezy and beautiful and enjoy that burger or whatever you might
enjoy. So many changes are happening slowly but surely with magical things on
the way we don't want you to miss out on a thing. 
  The fairytale box orders are constantly rolling out and make sure if you need
those special personalizations you make those notes for us or send us an email at
shop.brianandamanda@gmail.com. Amanda has been shopping for so many
great people who need that park merchandise she's truly in her happy place
helping others. The EPCOT cookie jars sold like 50th anniversary tickets which
was interesting to see and so much fun getting emails and reviews about how
much you loved it. It's truly special being available to send the magic to
everyone. 
 
 

Mask less Adventures



The special needs community is often overlooked and underserved. We at
Don't Call Me Strange non profit foundation are working hard to make sure
we educate the public and help serve those we can falling through the cracks
of life due to special needs.  We can all be more helpful and kind by
volunteering, donating or helping the special needs community in one way
large or small efforts. Every dollar we make goes back into our special
programming and creating this magazine to benefit someone we serve
currently. There are so many debilitating conditions that affect the special
needs community and it is our duty to be a shining light, a guide and a good
steward for this community as a whole. We can't do this without the support
of all of you who give to make others wishes come true. On behalf of the
other co-founders, board members, volunteers, parents, guardians, care
workers and support staff THANK YOU SO VERY MUCH!   

Please consider making a donation of any amount or if you are in the area
come to our Parent Community Support Meetings and see the work we do.
Anything you can do great or small means so much to our community and it
takes a community to ensure we have good support for each other in times
of need. So from my special needs family of 5 to yours WE NEED YOU! 

    Help Us Help Them

Co-Founder/Chair
C R I S S Y  O R A V I T S

Please consider purchasing the next issue of our
magazine as each dollar goes to help a special needs
person we serve that is in need.


